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Abstract I. INTRODUCTION

New developments in hodoscope radiation detection tech- l-lodoscope radiaton-detecfion imaging technology was
nology offer a wide range of unique capabilities for arms developed for civilian nuclear power research by Argonne
control treaty verification (ACrV)applications. Originally National Laboratory for the U.S. Department of Energy
developed for civilian nuclear power research by Argonne TREAT facility[l] and later by a French-German collabora-
National Laboratory, this concept uses an array of radiation tion for the French CABRI facility[2]. This concept uses an
detectors to image or detect objects inside opaque contain- array of radiation detectors to image or detect objects and
ments. Hodo_ope systems may detect neutrons and/or detect their movements inside opaque containments. Detec-
gamma-rays. The systems may be based on transmission of tor size and spacing (as well as collimator design, where
radiation through the objects; may detect radiation stimu- collimators are used) determine resolution. Reactor hodo-
lated in the objects, or may detect intrinsic object radiation, scope systems usually are operated to detect neutrons and/
ACTV hodoscopes do not require the high-speed data acqui- or gamma-rays resulting from nuclear reactions induced by
sition system_ or the heavy shielding and collimation of the reactor neutron flux. However, hodo;cope systems also
reactor hodoscopes, and relatively weak radiation sources are may be used to detect transmission of radiation through the
sufficient. We have performed laboratory measurements to region of interest, or may detect intrinsic radiation from the
demonstrate a range of potential applications. Gamma-ray objects under study. Reactor hodoscope image frames may
transmission hodoscopes can be used to inspect canisters, be recorded at intervals as short as the millisecond range.
rail cars, etc. to monitor objects such as rocket motors. The Because of the high radiation background inherent in the
use of relatively weak radiation sources makes it unnecessary nuclear reactor applications, extensive shielding is required,
to employ expensive and high-intensity accelerators. The and heavy collimation is necessary in front of the detectors.
heavy metal of nuclear warheads is characterized by strong
gamma-ray absorption, and these materials could be counted Neutrons or gamma-rays can be used for ACTV applica-
by low-resolution tomography. Absorbers located in line tions also. Detector size and spacing fix the resolution of a
with objects will themselves be detected, and sources located hodoscope, and are readily determined visually at an ACTV
in the object region will be subtracted out as background, inspection point. The mode of operation could rely upon
Intrinsic gamma-ray radiation from warheads also can be transmission of radiation, detection of induced radiation (for
detected in a passive-instrument mode. Neutron hodoscopes example, fission neutrons or gamm:,-rays induced in fissile
can utilize neutron transmission, intrinsic neutron emission, warhead material by neutron acti,,ation), or detection of
or neutron-producing reactions (either prompt or delayed) intrinsic radiation. Because typical ACTV applications do
stimulated by a neutron source. Monitoring of rocket not require cine-type imaging, special high-speed data acqui-
motors enclosed in canisters/rail cars is the focus of the sition systems are not used. Counting times in the range of
most recent ACTV hodoscope research and development a minute are generally acceptable. In fact, the typical ACTV
activities, requirement that the inspection technique not reveal unac-

ceptable design details to the inspector, makes it desirable
to use relatively low counting rates in order to obtain
counting statistics that are just sufficient to perform the
inspection function required. The relatively high radiation
background of a nuclear reactor core is, of course, absent;
we have been able to eliminate shielding and collimation
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of rocket motors enclosed in their canisters. This last is taken at well dermed locations: in the middle part of Fig.
demonstration is the focus of the most recent work, which 2, we show examples of diameter and length measurement
vdll be described here. locations. For hodoscope measurements, it is necessary

merely to locate linear strings of detectors at the measure-
II. ROCKET MOTOR MONITORING APPROACH merits locations shown in the middle of this figure. These

strings are indicated in the bottom sketch of Fig. 2.

Rocket motor monitoring, or discrimination, requires that
the inspection determine that the size of a specific enclosed PRINCIPLEOF OPERATION
rocket motor is within agreed-upon limits. This requires
limited intrusiveness: i.e., there should be an acceptably
small impact on facility operations, and the inspection tech- __
nique should not reveal unacceptable design details. For this

application, we chose the gamma-ray transmission hodo- __,.t-r_.:._;____':""_':_:':":"_'_:__ _'"_ __:';:""scope.

Figure 1 is an illustration of the cross section for this
application. This f_,ure shows a highly absorbing rocket
motor located inside a canister within a rail car. For [ LENGTH ]

I
simplicity, the source is shown in a fan-beam geometry, and _ ,
there are two strings of detectors, one to detect the location DIA.

of the "top edge" of the rocket motor and one to detet.t the \ / __bottom edge. (This layout is based on the existing portal "-- /
monitoring facility at Votkinsk, which uses a nondestructive
radiation imaging system based on a high-power linear accel- wtr, CONVENTIONALRADIOGRAPHY.OPERATOR MEASURES POINTS ON RADIOGRAPH

erator and special data processing equipment.) Previous

physics measurements at ANL on laboratory mockups con- I_ E
firmed that collimation was not necessary. _'_ ..... t _:::_/

ARRAY _""_'2"_._._ .."'.,_<'_ _ HODOSCOPE DETECTORS ARE FIXED

_i,_._.',,.:,,;,_.="L'_, ':_,_-"_,..-...._ _ _\ TO MONITOR KEY POINTS OF SHADOW

,---_/// - ""--_,\_---_.1 _ SOURCE Fig. 2 Hodoscope application to rocket motor

MISSILE -- ' _ " _'_- _"] monitoring

_ ..._.,_..--" "_T'_.___ _ CANISTER Location of each edge is determined by obtaining the

_--_:I• " _"7_,'__'[_ ! I value of gamma-ray transmission, T, for each detector, using
DETECTOR_ ...I" L. t- . t I the equation

,.._ _ where A = background counting rate, object absent; B =._- counting rate with source open, object absent; C = back-
ground counting rate, object present; and D = counting rate
with source open, object present. Note that this procedure

Fig. 1 Rocket motor monitoring schematic
compensates automatically for the possible presence of

Figure 2 illustrates the approach to monitoring rocket radioactive sources inside the object being inspected. Also,
motor size. The top portion shows the motor region of referring back to Fig 1, it is apparent that objects placed in
interest. The axial region is excluded, as shown in Fig. 1, the inspection region will cast their gamma-ray shadows on
because of concern that radiation imaging might reveal unac- the detector strings. Thus, any attempt to cloak the detec-
ceptable internal details of the motor design. Similarly, the tion of the edge of an object by introduction of an absorber
inter-stage features (including nozzles) also is excluded to would be seen (as a larger object). This characteristic, of
protect design information. Next, the agreed-uponmeasure- course applies to the general process of transmission
ment parameters are located. Even if the full extent of the radiography;, and it applies to the current Votkinsk installa-
acceptable region is imaged, the actual treaty measurement tion, as weil.



III. DEMONSTRATION MEASUREMENTS prior to transfer to PNL, and thus it was necessary to
provide an inert simulant for the solid fuel originally present
inside the rocket motor. Dry sand, at a density of 1.8

A. Experimental Apparatus grams/ce, was used. Table II lists the principal components
of the mockup, as constructed at PNL for the measurements.

A laboratory gamma-ray transmission hodoscope was

assembled using commercially available components: Nai Table II

detectors, power supplies, amplifiers, pulse-height analyzers, Components includedwith Peacekeeperfirst
and discriminators. A portable personal computer was used stage for the demonstration measurements

for system operation, and also for data acquisition, process-

ing and display/printout. Scoping calculations indicated that
a 20 miUiCurie Co 6°source would be adequate to determine Item Material Location

the edges of a rocket motor, when viewed through represen- Fuelsimulant Dry _nd Inside empty first stage
tative structure. The use of this source was reviewed to
confirm that the measurements were well within As Low As Canister simulant 130 mm 1130mm outside first stage

Reasonable Achievable (ALARA) guidelines[3]. At a nomi- Fiberglas

nal radiography position, about 2.5 meters from the source,
the dose rate is about 2 mR/hr. TV,e Department of Energy Railcar sides 2.5 mm steel, 510 mm outside first stage

ALARA guidelines of Rev. 3 give annual limits for external 130foam,mmplastiCand

gamma-ray exposure of 5 Rem R for Occupational Workers, 1.5mm aluminum
and 100 mR for the general Public. Table I gives the
ALARA exposure times corresponding to these annual limits

for a person located at the center of the radiography The source-to-detector distance was about 4.8 meters, and
position (2,500 hours and 50 hours, respectively), the first stage was located in the middle. The hodoscope

gamma-ray detectors were set up in two strings: a vertical

Table I string for diameter measurement, and a horizontal string for

Hodoscope exposure times at radiography position length (end) measurement. Detector spacing was 50 mm
required to reach DOE ALARA yearly exposure center-to-center in both strings. This corresponds to a pixel

guideline limits spacing of 25.4 mm for objects at the center of the radiogra-
phy position. Finer resolution could be obtained by closer

Category_ Hours of e_xposure spacing and/or smaller detect.ors; however, this pixel size is

adequate for the types of discrimination we considered. In
Occupational Worker 2,500 any event, there is wide margin to permit smaller detectors
General Public 50 to be used, should that be required. Cables from the

detectors feed pulse output into amplifiers, and then into
discriminators set to exclude counts outside the photopeaks

(For reference, the dose rates at the radiography position in for the 1.17 and 1.33 MeV gamma-ray lines. Discriminator
the current Votkinsk installation using a linear accelerator output pulses for each detector channel are recorded in the

are many orders of magnitude higher than the hodoscope PC. One-minute counting times were used. The PC
dese rates: a person standing in the Votkinsk radiography performs transmission, T, calculations, and provides both

position, in the linear accelerator beam, would reach the tabular and graphical data displays in near-real time after
annual limit for Occupational Workers in a few seconds.) each measurement. Hard copy is provided by a printer.

B. Peacekeeper Measurement Arrangement We will present data for one pair of measurements: avertical determination of the bottom diameter edge, and a

After laboratory physics proof-of-principle measurements horizontal determination of one end of the Peacekeeper.
conducted on a mockup at ANL, the laboratory gamma-ray For the vertical measurement, the vertical detector string

transmission hodoscope system was transported to the was aligned so that the path from the source to the bottom
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) for demonstration edge would pass between detectors #24 and #25. (This
measurements on a Peacekeeper missile first stage. This path definition was determined independently by both PNL

stage included the casing and various flanges and other and ANL personnel.) For the horizontal measurement, the
fittings, but did not have a nozzle, nozzle system compo- situation was somewhat different, because of the rounded
nents, or interstage hardware. The Peacekeeper first stage end as shown in Fig 2. The end is a smooth curve, vertical
was used to prepare a system mockup arrangement that in the (off limits)axial region, and tending to the horizontal
would simulate the radiation absorption characteristics of a at larger and larger radii, until the end makes a smooth

rocket motor stage located inside a canister loaded inside a transition to the cylindrical outside shell of the Peacekeeper.
rail car. The Peacekeeper f'trst stage had been test-fired In the horizontal case, the horizontal detector string was set



so that detector #13 was in line with the sloping end edge
at the string elevation. (This path also was determined inde- _.
pendently by both PNL and ANL) The horizontal string "-
position should result in a high T reading for detector # 12, I

and a low T for detector #14, with detector #13 yielding an o
intermediate value of T. This arrangement is illustrated in _ _- d
Fig. 3, which shows the detector assignment, and indicates
schematically the relative counting rates for the detectors. •
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Fig. 4 Hodoscope vertical edge data showing bottom

rail car simulants are in place
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Fig. 3 Detector positioning and schematics of i = -

expected detector count rates

C. Data o
_- _ _

Data taken with the l_tUmockup, including fuel, canister, "__o
and rail car simulants are given in Figs 4. and 5. For conve- • u0)

nience in presentation, the values of T in each figure axe o.a _
normalized so that T just outside the rocket motor is approx- = E ca
imately unity. The actual value of T just outside the rocket
motor was about 0.5 in both cases. Figure 4 presents the !"
actual values of T from the vertical, bottom diameter edge o
data• The relative values of T for the detectors in Fig. 4 are " 2
in accord with the patterns presented in Fig. 3, as expected
on the basis of the geometrical layout of the missile mockup • o

arrangement and the vertical detector string. Similarly, E
?" I I

Fig. 5 shows the T values obtained from the horizontal, end z z 0"t s" 0 9"0 _'0 z 00"0
edge measurement. These data also are in accord with the .r. 'uor_Tu_u_..Z,T,
patterns given in Fig. 3. The effect of the rocket motor
gamma-ray absorption is a reduction in " of about a factor
of 5, or more. The data in Figs 4. and 5. indicate that Fig.5 Hodoscope horizontal edge data showing

scattering is not a problem, and that the decision to omit end edge of Pcacekeepcr. Fuel,canister,
and rail car simulants are in place

detector shielding and collimation was correct.
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